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Abstract
The theory of relative logarithmic jet spaces is developed for log schemes.
With this theory the existence of bounds of intersection multiplicities of
curves and divisors on certain log schemes is established. This result
extends those of Noguchi and Winkelmann in [4] by replacing the semi-
abelian condition by a differential one.
The goal of this paper is twofold. First and foremost the theory of relative
logarithmic jet spaces will be established for log schemes. This approach will
be purely algebraic and not rely on the complex topology and derivative as past
papers have. Rather the exposition will follow that of Vojta [6]. With this
theory developed, the author translates a result of Noguchi and Winkelmann on
semi-abelian varieties over function fields to slightly more general schemes. The
full strength of the theory of Log Jet Spaces will not be employed, but this will
serve as a tool demonstrating the usefulness of compactification, log geometry
and jet spaces.
1 Mason’s Theorem and Generalizations
In order to introduce Mason’s Theorem and its corollaries some preliminary
definitions are needed.
Definition 1.1. Let f ∈ C[z] with f 6= 0. Define the conductor of f , denoted
N(f), to be the number of distinct zeroes over the complex numbers. Addition-
ally define the multiplicity at p ∈ C, denoted multp f , to be the largest integer
n such that (z − p)n|f .
Example 1.2. Let f = z5(z + 1)11, then N(f) = 2 since f only has 2 distinct
roots. On the other hand mult0 f = 5 and mult−1 f = 11.
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Theorem 1.3 (Mason). Let f, g, h ∈ C[z] be relatively prime polynomials over
the complex numbers, not all constant, satisfying f + g + h = 0. Then
maxdeg{f, g, h} ≤ N(fgh)− 1.
Proof. See [3] Theorem IV.7.1.
The goal of this paper will not be to generalize Mason’s Theorem directly,
but rather to generalize the following corollary of Mason’s Theorem.
Corollary 1.4. Let f, g ∈ C[z] be relatively prime polynomials over the complex
numbers, not both constant. Then multp(f + g) ≤ N(fg) for all p ∈ C.
Proof. Let p ∈ C be arbitrary. Then we can write f + g = (z − p)nh, where
h ∈ C[z] and n = multp(f + g). By Mason’s Theorem,
deg (f + g) ≤ N(fgh(z − p))− 1
≤ N(fg) +N(h).
However, deg(f + g) = deg(h) + n and deg(h) ≤ N(h). Combining everything
gives multp(f + g) ≤ N(fg) for every p ∈ C.
There are a variety of ways such a statement can be generalized. For one
thing function fields other than C[z] could be considered. Another option would
be increasing the number of polynomials considered. However, the approach
the author will be taking in this paper is to give this theorem a geometric
interpretation and then generalize. A complete proof is given, although it follows
almost immediately from the previous corollary. All of the ideas used come from
various proofs of Mason’s Theorem.
Proposition 1.5. Let α be a regular function on An
C
= SpecC[x1, . . . , xn] and
define X = D(α), the open subset whose complement is the support of the divisor
associated to α. Let f and g be regular functions on An
C
that restrict to units on
X. Define the divisor D = (f + g). Let C be A1
C
= SpecC[z] minus N points.
Then for every morphism j : C → X either j(C) ⊂ D or ordp j
∗(D) ≤ N for
all p ∈ C.
Proof. Let j# : Γ(X,OX)→ Γ(C,OC) be the morphism of rings corresponding
to j. Since f, g are units on OX , j
#(f) and j#(g) must be units on OC . If
j#(f + g) = 0 then j(C) ⊂ D and we are done. Suppose j#(f + g) 6= 0, and
denote by fC , gC , hC the elements j
#(f), j#(g), j#(f + g) respectively giving
fC + gC = hC . Rewrite the equation as
fC
gC
+ 1 =
hC
gC
.
Applying the complex derivative to both sides gives
fC
gC
(
f ′C
fC
−
g′C
gC
)
=
hC
gC
(
h′C
hC
−
g′C
gC
)
. (1.1)
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Note that f ′C/fC is just the log derivative of fC , and as such it can be written
as a sum
f ′C
fC
=
N∑
i=1
ai
z − βi
.
Likewise g′C/gC can be written as a sum
g′C
gC
=
N∑
i=1
bi
z − βi
,
where z − βi ∈ O
∗
C . Finding a common denominator we can rewrite f
′
C/fC −
g′C/gC = r/s where r, s ∈ C[z] and have no common factors. By construction
deg(r) ≤ N − 1, deg(s) ≤ N and s ∈ Γ(C,OC)
∗. Similarly we can write
h′C/hC − g
′
C/gC = u/v. By substituting into Equation 1.1 we get
rfC
sgC
=
uhC
vgC
.
For any point p ∈ C the polynomials gC , fC , s do not vanish since they are units.
Therefore
ordp
rfC
sgC
= ordp r ≤ N − 1.
On the right hand side we have
ordp
uhC
vgC
≥ ordp hC + ordp u− 1 ≥ ordp hC − 1.
Combining everything we get ordp hC ≤ N .
The simplest application of this proposition is in dimension 1. In this case
it is merely the geometric interpretation of Corollary 1.4.
Example 1.6. Let f, g be distinct regular functions on A1
C
, α = fg. Observe
that (A1C)α is just the affine line minus N(fg) points. Consider the identity map
(A1
C
)α → (A
1
C
)α. By Proposition 1.5 multp(f(z)−g(z)) ≤ N(fg) for every p such
that α(p) 6= 0. An alternative interpretation is that the Taylor series centered
at any complex number of any two relatively prime distinct polynomials, f and
g, agree to at most N(fg) terms. This result is in general sharp. Indeed let
f = zn+1 and g = 1, N(fg) = n and f − g = zn which has multiplicity N(fg)
at z = 0.
In dimension 1 there are not many interesting morphisms to choose from.
However, in dimension 2 there is some more freedom.
Example 1.7. Let A2
C
= SpecC[x, y], α = xy, D = (y − x). Again in this case
we can see that the results are sharp. Let C = (A1
C
)z(zN−(z−1)N ) for some non-
negative integer N be the affine line minus N points. Consider the morphism
j : C → (A2C)α defined by x 7→ z
N − (z− 1)N and y 7→ zN , so y− x 7→ (t− 1)N ,
which has multiplicity N at the point t = 1.
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Part of the weakness of Proposition 1.5 is that it only applies to Cartier
divisors which can be represented as a sum of two non-vanishing regular func-
tions. Consider for instance the elliptic curve y2 = x3 + 1 in A2
C
. There are a
number of different α’s that could be selected which would allow the equation
y2 − x3 − 1 to be written as sum of two units. However, α = xy, what might
be the most natural choice, requires us to treat this as a sum of three units.
One particular reason that xy is a natural choice is that (A2
C
)xy ∼= G
2
m. Now let
C be a non-empty open subset of A1
C
and D the Cartier divisor associated to
the regular function y2 − x3 − 1 on (A2
C
)xy. We can ask whether there exists a
natural number N such that for every non-constant morphism j : C → (A2
C
)xy,
ordp j
∗(D) ≤ N for all p ∈ C. In this particular instance we can view the order
at the point p as the degree to which j(C) approximates the curve y2−x3−1 = 0
at j(p). If such an N exists then there is a bound on the extent to which the
elliptic curve can be approximated by C. Unfortunately, Proposition 1.5 is not
strong enough to answer whether such a bound exists. Noguchi andWinkelmann
answer affirmatively in [4] with the following theorem.1
Theorem 1.8. Let A be a semi-abelian variety, let A →֒ A¯ be a smooth equiv-
ariant algebraic compactification, let D¯ be an effective reduced ample divisor on
A¯, let D = D¯∩A, and let C be a smooth algebraic curve with smooth compactifi-
cation C →֒ C¯. Then there exist a number N ∈ N such that for every morphism
f : C → A either f(C) ⊂ D or multx f
∗D ≤ N for all x ∈ C. Furthermore, the
number N depends only on the numerical data involved as follows:
i. The genus of C¯ and the number #(C¯ \ C) of the boundary points of C,
ii. the dimension of A,
iii. the toric variety (or, equivalently, the associated “fan”) which occurs as
the closure in A¯ of the maximal connected linear algebraic subgroup Gtm
of A,
iv. all intersection numbers of the form Dh · Bi1 · · ·Bik , where the Bij are
closures of A-orbits in A¯ of dimension nj and h+
∑
j nj = dimA.
Returning to the previous question, let C be a nonempty open subset of A1
C
.
Then the degree to which C can approximate the elliptic curve y2 = x3 + 1 in
G2m is bounded. After fixing P
2
C
as the compactification of G2m, Theorem 1.8
implies that the bound for approximating this particular elliptic curve is solely
determined by #(P1
C
\ C).
While Theorem 1.8 is remarkably general, there are ways in which it can
be further generalized. For one, both Theorem 1.8 and Proposition 1.5 only
give intersection multiplicities for curves. It turns out that this restriction is
not necessary. All we need is a smooth scheme with some other very mild
conditions.
The second restriction which is specific to Theorem 1.8 is the requirement
that A be a semi-abelian variety. In their proof Noguchi and Winkelmann rely
1We have slightly paraphrased the main theorem of [4].
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on the fact that A is a semi-abelian variety and therefore a Lie group. It turns
out that this also is not necessary for the theorem to hold. Not only does A not
have to be a semi-abelian variety, it does not even have to be smooth. Certainly
some conditions must be in place as the theorem is false for arbitrary schemes.
Consider the following example for instance.
Example 1.9. Let A = C = SpecC[z], D = (z) and define fn : A → C by
z 7→ zn for any n ∈ N. Then mult0 f
∗
n(D) = n, which is not bounded.
However, the appropriate conditions cannot be stated at this point as they
are best phrased in terms of log differential forms. See Theorem 6.8 for details.
2 Log Algebras and Schemes
In order to develop log differential forms and jet spaces some background on
log algebras and schemes is necessary. For a much more complete treatment
of the subject matter see [5]. In some sense the main use for log algebras and
log schemes in the context of this paper will be to keep track of units. Most
of the examples in the previous section are statements about units, or sums of
units, after removing certain divisors. Log geometry will allow us to keep track
of would-be units without having to remove any points from the scheme. Before
proceeding it is necessary to establish some conventions and definitions.
Definition 2.1. A monoid is a triple (M, ⋆, eM ) consisting of a set M along
with an associative binary operation ⋆ :M ×M →M and a two sided identity
element eM ∈ M . Throughout this paper all monoids will be assumed to be
commutative. When it is clear the set will be used to represent the monoid.
Additionally + or · will frequently be used to denote the binary operation.
Example 2.2. Any group is a monoid. However, the positive integers (Z>0, ·, 1)
are also a monoid under multiplication despite not being a group.
Definition 2.3. A monoid M is said to be integral if m+ n = m′ + n implies
that m = m′. Some authors will also use the term cancellative.
Example 2.4. The integers under multiplication (Z, ·, 1) are not integral as
2 · 0 = 3 · 0 but 2 6= 3. Most monoids used in this paper will be integral.
Definition 2.5. A morphism of monoids is a map φ : M → N such that
φ(eM ) = eN and φ(a ⋆ b) = φ(a) ⋆ φ(b) for all a, b ∈M .
Example 2.6. The natural logarithm ln : (Z>0, ·, 1)→ (R,+, 0) is a morphism
of monoids.
Definition 2.7. Let A be a ring and denote by A× the multiplicative monoid
(A, ·, 1) and denote by A∗ the group of units of A×. Similarly for a monoid M ,
define M∗ to be the group of units of M .
Example 2.8. For the ring of integers Z× = Z as a set, but Z∗ = {−1, 1}.
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Definition 2.9. Let A be a ring, then a pre-log structure on A is a pair (MA, αA)
whereMA is a monoid and αM is a homomorphism of monoids αA :MA → A
×.
If in addition αA : α
−1
A (A
∗) → A∗ is an isomorphism we call (MA, αA) a log
structure on A. Every ring comes equipped with a trivial log structure given by
the inclusion A∗ → A.
Definition 2.10. A pre-log algebra is a triple (A,MA, αA) where A is a ring and
(MA, αA) is a pre-log structure on A. If in addition (MA, αA) is a log structure
we call (A,MA, αA) a log algebra. When it is clear A will be used to represent
the triple.
Definition 2.11. A morphism of pre-log algebras is a pair (f, f ♭) : A → B
where f : A → B is a ring homomorphism and f ♭ : MA → MB is a monoid
homomorphism such that f ◦αA = αB ◦f
♭, i.e. the following diagram commutes
MA
αA

f♭ // MB
αB

A
f
// B
When it is clear f will be used to represent the pair. If A and B are both log
algebras f will be called a morphism of log algebras, and we will also say that
B is a log algebra over A.
Definition 2.12. Let Q1, Q2 be monoids and define the direct sum of Q1 and
Q2, denoted Q1⊕Q2, to be the set Q1×Q2 where the binary operation is carried
out component-wise.
It is typically not convenient to have to list elements of a log structure.
Description of the monoid itself can be cumbersome. The notion of an amalga-
mated sum will allow for an easier description of monoids by giving a method
to construct log structures from pre-log structures.
Definition 2.13. Let P,Q1, Q2 be monoids with morphisms ui : P → Qi.
Define the amalgamated sum, denotedQ1⊕PQ2, to be the monoid equipped with
morphisms vi : Qi → Q1 ⊕P Q2 that makes the following diagram cocartesian.
Q1 ⊕P Q2 Q2
v2oo
Q1
v1
OO
P
u2
OO
u1
oo
Proposition 2.14. Let P,Q1, Q2 be monoids with morphisms ui : P → Qi, and
suppose that either P or Q2 is a group. Then Q1 ⊕P Q2 ∼= Q1 ⊕ Q2/ ∼ where
the equivalence relation is given by (q1, q2) ∼ (q
′
1, q
′
2) if there exists p, p
′ ∈ P
such that
(q1 + u1(p), q2 − u2(p)) = (q
′
1 + u1(p
′), q′2 − u2(p
′)).
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The morphisms vi : Qi → Q1 ⊕ Q2/ ∼ are given by v1(q1) = (q1, 0), v2(q2) =
(0, q2) for all qi ∈ Qi.
Remark 2.15. Throughout this paper equivalence classes will be referred to by
their elements.
Proof. First note that −u2(p) and −u2(p
′) are both well defined in either case.
If P is a group then the image of any p ∈ P is a unit under ui. On the other
hand if Q2 is a group then u2(p) is invertible for all p ∈ P . It must be verified
that ∼ is in fact an equivalence relation.
i. Reflexive: Let p = p′ = 0 then (q1 + u1(0), q2 − u2(0)) = (q1 + u1(0), q2 +
u2(0)) for all qi ∈ Qi. Therefore ∼ is reflexive.
ii. Symmetric: This is immediate by the symmetry of equality.
iii. Transitive: Suppose (q1, q2) ∼ (q
′
1, q
′
2) and (q
′
1, q
′
2) ∼ (q
′′
1 , q
′′
2 ). Then there
exists p, p′,m,m′ ∈ P such that
(q1 + u1(p), q2 − u2(p)) = (q
′
1 + u1(p
′), q′2 − u2(p
′))
(q′1 + u1(m), q
′
2 − u2(m)) = (q
′′
1 + u1(m
′), q′′2 − u1(m
′)).
Combining these expressions gives
(q1 + u1(p+m), q2 − u2(p+m)) = (q
′′
1 + u1(p
′ +m′), q2 − u2(p
′ +m′)).
Therefore (q1, q2) ∼ (q
′′
1 , q
′′
2 ) and ∼ is transitive.
Next we must verify that v1 ◦ u1 = v2 ◦ u2. Let p ∈ P , then in Q1 ⊕Q2
(u1(p) + u1(0), 0− u2(0)) = (0 + u1(p), u2(p)− u2(p))
or (u1(p), 0) ∼ (0, u2(p)) and v1 ◦ u1(p) = v2 ◦ u2(p) for all p ∈ P .
To complete the proof we must verify that Q1 ⊕Q2/ ∼ is in fact universal.
Let Q be a monoid and wi : Qi → P be such that w1 ◦ u1 = w2 ◦ u2. Define
h : (Q1 ⊕Q2/ ∼) → Q by (q1, q2) 7→ w1(q1) + w2(q2). Then we claim h is well
defined, unique and that the following diagram commutes
Q
Q1 ⊕Q2/ ∼
h
ee
Q2v2
oo
w2
mm
Q1
v1
OOw1
WW
Pu1
oo
u2
OO
Let (q1, q2) ∼ (q
′
1, q
′
2), then there exists p, p
′ ∈ P such that
(q1 + u1(p), q2 − u2(p)) = (q
′
1 + u1(p
′), q′2 − u2(p
′))
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and
h(q1, q2) = w1(q1) + w2(q2)
= w1(q1) + w2(q2) + w1(u1(p))− w2(u2(p))
= w1(q1 + u1(p)) + w2(q2 − u2(p))
= w1(q
′
1 + u1(p
′)) + w2(q
′
2 − u2(p
′))
= w1(q
′
1) + w2(q
′
2) + w1(u1(p
′))− w2(u2(p
′))
= h(q′1, q
′
2).
Therefore h is well defined and by construction the diagram commutes. For
uniqueness let h′ : Q1⊕Q2/ ∼→ Q be any other morphism making the diagram
commute, then
h′(q1, q2) = h
′(v1(q1) + v2(q2))
= h′(v1(q1)) + h
′(v2(q2))
= w1(q1) + w2(q2)
and h′ = h.
Remark 2.16. The hypothesis that Q2 is a group can be replaced by the hy-
pothesis that Q1 is a group by just switching the ordered pairs in the proof.
In general it is difficult to describe the amalgamated sum, fortunately through-
out this paper we will only need amalgamated sums where at least one of the
monoids involved is a group. The construction is particularly simple in the
event that P is a group, in this case the equivalence relation can be shortened
to (q1, q2) ∼ (q1 + u1(p), q2 + u2(−p)) for all qi ∈ Qi and p ∈ P .
With the amalgamated sum in hand there are a variety of ways to define log
structures. One method is to push forward a log structure via a morphism of
rings, or in the category of schemes pull back the log structure.
Example 2.17. Let A be a log algebra, B be a ring and f : A → B a
morphism of rings. The log structure MA on A gives rise to a log structure
αB : MA ⊕A∗ B
∗ → B. The morphism, αB , comes from the universal property
of amalgamated sums and is defined by (m, b) 7→ f(αA(m))b.
This example is common enough that it is worthwhile to give it a definition.
Definition 2.18. A morphism of log algebras (f, f ♭) : A → B is said to be
strict if the induced map MA ⊕A∗ B
∗ →MB is an isomorphism.
Another way log structures commonly arise is by associating a log structure
to a pre-log structure.
Proposition 2.19. Let α : M → A be a pre-log structure on a ring A. Then
αA : M ⊕α−1(A∗) A
∗ → A is a log structure on A, where αA comes from the
universal property of amalgamated sums. Moreover this log structure is universal
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in the sense that for any log structure α′A : M
′ → A and commutative diagram
of monoids
M
φ //
α
!!C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C M
′
α′A

A
there exists a unique morphism h : M ⊕α−1(A∗) A
∗ →M ′ such that φ = h ◦ v1,
where v1 : M →M ⊕α−1(A∗) A
∗ is the morphism coming from the definition of
amalgamated sum.
Proof. It must be verified that αA :M ⊕α−1(A∗) A
∗ → A is a log structure. Let
(m, a) ∈M ⊕α−1(A∗) A
∗ and suppose that αA(m, a) = q ∈ A
∗. Since q, a ∈ A∗,
α(m) = q/a ∈ A∗ or m ∈ α−1(A∗). In particular (m, a) + (u1(0), 1/α(0)) =
(0, q) + (u1(m), 1/α(m)), that is (m, a) ∼ (0, q) and αA : α
−1
A (A
∗) → A∗ is
injective. On the other hand for any a ∈ A∗, αA(0, a) = a and thus αA induces
an isomorphism of units αA : α
−1
A (A
∗)→ A making it a log structure.
LetM ′ and φ be as in the statement of the theorem and consider the diagram
M ′ A∗
(α′A)
−1
oo
M
φ
OO
α−1(A∗)u1
oo
α
OO
Let m ∈ α−1(A∗), by hypothesis α′A ◦ φ ◦ u1(m) = α ◦ u1(m). However α ◦
u1(m) ∈ A
∗ by assumption and α′A induces an isomorphism on the group of
units, therefore
φ ◦ u1(m) = (α
′
A)
−1 ◦ α ◦ u1(m) = (α
′
A)
−1 ◦ α(m)
and the diagram commutes. By the universal property of amalgamated sums
the existence and uniqueness of h :M ⊕α−1(A∗) A
∗ →M ′ is guaranteed.
With this construction in hand we are able to define log structures via pre-
log structure. In truth this is just a generalization of Example 2.17. In that
example f(αA) defined the pre-log structure on B. We can also define a log
structure by simply giving a set of elements of the ring.
Example 2.20. Let A = k[x, y]. Then we can talk about the log structure
associated to the elements x and y− x2. The elements x and y − x2 generate a
sub-monoid ofA× and therefore a pre-log structure. By the previous proposition
there is a universal log structure which can be associated to the pre-log structure.
In this case we get αA : N
2 ⊕ k∗ → A, ((m,n), c) 7→ cxm(y − x2)n.
Localized log algebras can also be defined via the amalgamated sum.
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Definition 2.21. Let (A,MA, αA) be a log algebra, S ⊂ A to be a multiplicative
subset and ϕS : A → S
−1A the natural map in the category of rings. Define
the localized log algebra of A by S to be
(S−1A,S−1MA, S
−1αA)
where
S−1MA :=MA ⊕(ϕS◦αA)−1((S−1A)∗) (S
−1A)∗
and S−1αA(m, a) := ϕS(αA(m))a. Additionally define ϕ
♭
S : MA → S
−1MA to
be the unique morphism coming from the universal property of amalgamated
sums.
Following the standard notational conventions for rings and modules, define
(MA)p := {a ∈ A : a /∈ p}
−1MA
for any prime ideal p ⊂ A and
(MA)f := {f
m ∈ A : m ∈ N}−1MA
for any f ∈ A.
Remark 2.22. The above construction defines a log algebra by Proposition 2.19.
Proposition 2.23. Let A be a log algebra and S ⊂ A a multiplicative subset.
Then for any morphism of log algebras f : A → R such that f(S) ⊂ R∗, f
factors uniquely through ϕS : A→ S
−1A in the category of log algebras.
Proof. By the universal property of localized rings in the category of rings there
exists a unique morphism h : S−1A→ R such that f = h ◦ ϕS . For the case of
the log structure consider the diagram
MR (S−1A)∗
α−1R ◦hoo
MA
f♭
OO
(ϕS ◦ αA)
−1((S−1A)∗)oo
ϕS◦αA
OO
We have that α−1R ◦ h ◦ ϕS ◦αA = α
−1
R ◦ f ◦αA. However since f is a morphism
of log algebras α−1R ◦ f ◦ αA = f
♭ when well defined. However for any m ∈
(ϕS ◦αA)
−1((S−1A)∗) ⊂MA, f ◦αA(m) ∈ R
∗ and the morphism is well defined.
Therefore the diagram commutes and by the universal property of amalgamated
sums ϕ♭S : S
−1MA →MR is uniquely determined.
While we have all of the definitions needed for constructing log Hasse-
Schmidt rings, one more definition will be useful as these are among the most
common class of log algebras.
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Definition 2.24. A log structure αM :MA → A is said to be finitely generated
over A∗ if there exists a commutative diagram
P
φ //
αP
!!B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
MA
αM

A
where P is a finitely generated monoid and φ induces an isomorphism P⊕α−1P (A∗)
A∗ ∼=MA. If in addition P is integral, we say that A is fine.
Now that the theory of log algebras have been defined sufficiently for the
author’s applications, log schemes can be appropriately defined.
Definition 2.25. A pre-log structure on a scheme X is a pair (MX , αX) where
MX is a sheaf of monoids and αX : MX → OX is a morphism of sheaves
of monoids. A pre-log structure is called a log structure if in addition αX :
α−1X (O
∗
X)→ O
∗
X is an isomorphism of sheaves.
Definition 2.26. A morphism of pre-log structures f :MX →M
′
X on a scheme
X is a morphism of sheaves of monoids on X such that the following diagram
commutes.
MX
f

αX
!!D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
M ′X
α′X
// OX
Definition 2.27. A log scheme is a triple (X,MX , αX) where X is a scheme
and (MX , αX) is a log structure on X . When it is clear X will be used to
represent the triple.
Definition 2.28. A morphism of log schemes is a pair (f, f ♭) : (X,MX , αX)→
(Y,MY , αY ) where f : X → Y is a morphism of schemes, f
♭ :MY → f∗(MX) is
a morphism of pre-log structures on Y , and the following diagram commutes.
MY
f♭ //
αY

f∗(MX)
f∗(αX )

OY
f# // f∗(OX)
When it is clear f will be used to represent the pair.
Just as quasi-coherent sheaves of modules play an important role in the the-
ory of schemes, quasi-coherent log structures will be our primary object of study
with regard to log schemes. Using a similar construction to the sheafification
of a module over an affine scheme we can define a log structure on an affine
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scheme associated to a pre-log structure on the ring of regular functions. De-
spite the similarities in definition there are subtle differences in the theory as
demonstrated in Example 2.32.
Definition 2.29. Let α : M → A be a pre-log structure on a ring A. For
p ∈ SpecA, we write α−1(A∗p) for the inverse image of A
∗
p under the composition
M → A→ Ap. For each open set U ⊂ X := SpecA define M˜(U) to be the set
of functions
s : U →
∐
p∈U
M ⊕α−1(A∗p) A
∗
p
such that
i. for every p ∈ U , s(p) ∈M ⊕α−1(A∗p) A
∗
p and
ii. for every p ∈ U there exists an open affine neighborhood V ⊂ U containing
p and t ∈ M ⊕α−1(OX(V )∗) OX(V )
∗ such that for all q ∈ V the image of
t in the natural map M ⊕α−1(OX(V )∗) OX(V )
∗ →M ⊕α−1(A∗q) A
∗
q is equal
to s(q).
Additionally define α˜ : M˜ → OX by α˜(s)(p) := αAp ◦ s(p).
Proposition 2.30. Let everything be as in Definition 2.29. Then M˜ defines a
log structure on X.
Proof. By construction M˜ is a sheaf of monoids, so it suffices to check that α˜
is a well defined morphism of sheaves of monoids inducing an isomorphism on
units. Let U ⊆ X be a non-empty open subset, s ∈ M˜(U) a section, and p ∈ U
a point. Let t = (m, v) and V be as in property ii of the previous definition
where m ∈M and v is a unit on V . Then for every q ∈ V we have
α˜(s)(q) = αAq (t)
= αAq (m, v)
= α(m)v
= αOX(V )(m, v)
= αOX(V )(t)
where the natural morphisms OX(V ) → Aq have been omitted. Since p ∈ U
was arbitrary α˜(s) defines a section of the structure sheaf on U and therefore
M˜ is a pre-log structure on X .
To see that M˜ is in fact a log structure on X let r ∈ OX(U)
∗, then
r : U →
∐
p∈U
A∗p
lifts uniquely to a function
s : U →
∐
p∈U
A∗p →
∐
p∈U
M ⊕α−1(A∗p) A
∗
p
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because αAp : M ⊕α−1(A∗p) A
∗
p → Ap is a log structure for every p ∈ U by
Proposition 2.19. The function s trivially satisfies property i in Definition 2.29
and for property ii let V = U and t = (0, r). Therefore s ∈ M˜(U), since U and
r were arbitrary M˜ is a log structure on X .
Definition 2.31. A log scheme X is said to be quasi-coherent if there exists
an open affine cover {SpecAi}i∈I and pre-log structures {αi : Mi → Ai} such
that MX |SpecAi
∼= M˜i are isomorphic as sheaves of monoids for every i ∈ I. If
the Mi are all finitely generated (respectively integral, respectively both) X is
said to be coherent (respectively integral, respectively fine).
In the case of modules over a ring the sheafification process is fully deter-
mined by localizing the module. This is precisely what makes quasi-coherent
sheaves of modules useful. In particular if N is a module over a ring A, N˜ the
corresponding sheaf on modules on SpecA and f ∈ A then N˜(D(f)) = N⊗AAf .
Unfortunately the same does not hold in the case of log structures, as the fol-
lowing example demonstrates.
Example 2.32. Let k be a field of characteristic not equal to 2, X = Spec k[x],
M = N ⊕ N and α : M → X defined by α(p, q) = (x − 2)p(x + 1)p(x +
2)q(x − 1)q. The variety X is covered by the open sets U1 = D(x
2 − 1) and
U2 = D(x
2− 4). Define s1 = (1, 0, (x− 1)/(x+1)) ∈M ⊕α−1(OX(U1)∗)OX(U1)
∗
and s2 = (0, 1, (x−2)/(x+2)) ∈M⊕α−1(OX(U2)∗)OX(U2)
∗. On the intersection
U1 ∩ U2 we have M ⊕α−1(OX(U1∩U2)∗) OX(U1 ∩ U2)
∗ ∼= (k[x](x2−1)(x2−4))
∗, and
s1 = s2 = (x− 1)(x− 2). Therefore s1 and s2 glue to form a section s ∈ M˜(X).
However, every element of M ⊕α−1(k[x]∗) k[x]
∗ when restricted to U1 ∩ U2 is of
the form c(x− 2)p(x+1)p(x+2)q(x− 1)q where c ∈ k∗ and p, q ∈ N. Therefore
s /∈M ⊕α−1(k[x]∗) k[x]
∗, and in particular M˜(X) 6=M ⊕α−1(k[x]∗) k[x]
∗.
That is to say that the sheafification process adds additional sections. One
cannot obtain a sheaf by simply constructing the minimal log structure on each
open subset of X . Fortunately not all is lost.
Proposition 2.33. Let α : M → A be a pre-log structure on a ring A. Then
for every p ∈ SpecA,
M˜p ∼=M ⊕α−1(A∗p) A
∗
p.
Proof. Let (m,u) ∈ M ⊕α−1(A∗p) A
∗
p, then there exists a, b ∈ A such that u =
a/b and a, b /∈ p. Therefore u = a/b is a unit on the open set D(ab) and
(m,u) ∈M ⊕α−1(A∗ab) A
∗
ab. Since (m,u) was arbitrary this construction defines
a morphism
M ⊕α−1(A∗p) A
∗
p → M˜p.
On the other hand let s ∈ M˜p, then by definition s ∈ M˜(D(g)) for some g /∈ p.
By the universal property of amalgamated sums there exists a unique morphism
M ⊕α−1(A∗g) A
∗
g →M ⊕α−1(A∗p) A
∗
p.
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Therefore s determines an element of M ⊕α−1(A∗p)A
∗
p. Since s was arbitrary this
construction defines a morphism M˜p →M ⊕α−1(A∗p) A
∗
p, which is inverse to the
previously constructed morphism.
3 Log Derivations
Before defining higher log derivations, it is worthwhile to review the definition
of log derivations.
Definition 3.1. Let B be a log algebra over A with morphism gB : A → B,
and E a B-module. Then a log derivation from B to E over A is a pair (D, δ)
satisfying the following
i. D : B → E is a morphism of A-modules.
ii. D(xy) = xD(y) + yD(x) for all x, y ∈ B.
iii. δ : MB → E is a morphism of monoids satisfyingD(αB(m)) = αB(m)δ(m)
for all m ∈MB.
iv. δ(g♭B(a)) = 0 for all a ∈ A.
Denote by DerB/A(E) the set of all log derivations from B to E over A.
There will not be many times that we need to directly deal with log deriva-
tions. However they will naturally appear as a part of higher log derivations.
As such the proof of the following theorem is omitted.
Theorem 3.2. Let B be a log algebra over A with morphism gB : A → B.
Then the functor of B-modules E 7→ DerB/A(E) is representable by a universal
object ΩB/A(MB/MA) with morphisms d : B → ΩB/A(MB/MA) and ∂ :MB →
ΩB/A(MB/MA).
Proof. See [5] Proposition IV.1.1.6.
There are of course many ways such a definition can be generalized. The
goal here is to develop the notion of log jet spaces as used by Noguchi and
Winkelmann in [4] in the style and rigor of Vojta in [6]. Therefore we make the
following definition.
Definition 3.3. Let B and R be log algebras over A with morphisms gB : A→
B and gR : A→ R, then a higher log derivation of order n from B to R over A
is a (2n+ 2)-tuple (D0, δ0, . . . , Dn, δn) such that
i. D0 : B → R is a homomorphism of log algebras over A.
ii. Dk : B → R are A-module homomorphisms satisfying the divided Leibniz
Identity
Dk(x · y) =
∑
i+j=k
Di(x)Dj(y)
for all x, y ∈ B and all k = 0, . . . , n.
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iii. δk :MB → R are maps satisfying
Dk(αB(m)) = D0(αB(m))δk(m)
for all m ∈MB and all k = 0, . . . , n.
iv. δ0 = 1 as a function and
δk(m+ p) =
∑
i+j=k
δi(m)δj(p)
for all m, p ∈MB and all k = 0, . . . , n.
v. δk(g
♭
B(m)) = Dk(gB(a)) = 0 for all m ∈MA, a ∈ A and all k = 1, . . . , n.
Denote by DernA(B,R) the set of all higher log derivations of order n over A.
Remark 3.4. Condition iv above is not necessary if αR(MR) contains no zero
divisors since D0(αB(m+ p)) ∈ αR(MR) for all m, p ∈MB and
D0(αB(m+ p))δk(m+ p) = Dk(αB(m+ p))
= Dk(αB(m)αB(p))
=
∑
i+j=k
Di(αB(m))Dj(αB(p))
=
∑
i+j=k
D0(αB(m))δi(m)D0(αB(p))δj(p)
= D0(αB(m+ p))
∑
i+j=k
δi(m)δj(p)
by properties i, ii and iii. Additionally Dk(gB(a)) = 0 in v is not necessary as
it follows from ii.
Remark 3.5. Condition iii may seem unnatural for k > 1, but later it will
be demonstrated that the differentials one would expect via application of the
product rule to first order log differentials can be recovered over fields of char-
acteristic 0. See Theorem 3.20 and Example 3.22 for details. As seen in [6]
the appropriate definition for higher log derivations in constructing jet spaces
uses divided differentials. If the chain rule from calculus were carried over and
applied directly to divided differentials, the relation would be
αB(2m)δ2(m) = αB(m)D2(αB(m))−
1
2
D1(αB(m))
2,
which is not well defined in characteristic 2.
Definition 3.6. Let R be a log algebra over A and define the log structure on
the ring R[t]/tn+1 to be
M̂nR =MR × R
n
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as a set. Define a monoid law on M̂nR by
(m, r1, . . . , rn) + (p, q1, . . . , qn) =

m+ p, ∑
i+j=1
riqj , . . . ,
∑
i+j=n
riqj

 ,
where r0 = q0 = 1 and the sums and products are taken in their respective
monoid or ring. It can easily be verified that M̂nR is in fact a monoid. Define
α̂nR : M̂
n
R → R[t]/t
n+1 by
(m, r1, . . . , rn) 7→ αR(m)(1 + r1t+ · · ·+ rnt
n),
where R[t]/tn+1 is viewed as an R-module. Finally define g♭R[t]/tn+1 :MA → M̂
n
R
by
m 7→ (g♭R(m), 0, . . . , 0),
which along with the composition gR[t]/tn+1 : A → R → R[t]/t
n+1 turns
R[t]/tn+1 into a log algebra over A.
Remark 3.7. M̂nR is in fact just MR ⊕R∗
(
R[t]/tn+1
)∗
, but it will be useful at
times to be able to explicitly write down the monoid law.
Theorem 3.8. Let B and R be log algebras over A. For each (D0, δ0, . . . , Dn, δn) ∈
DernA(B,R) define φ : B → R[t]/t
n+1 by
b 7→ D0(b) +D1(b)t+ · · ·+Dn(b)t
n
and φ♭ :MB → M̂
n
R by
m 7→ (D♭0(m), δ1(m), . . . , δn(m)).
Then φ is well defined and lies in HomA(B,R[t]/t
n+1) in the category of log
algebras over A. Moreover the resulting map
DernA(B,R)→ HomA(B,R[t]/t
n+1)
is a bijection.
Proof. Let x, y ∈ B and φ be as above. Then
φ(xy) = D0(xy) +D1(xy)t+ · · ·+Dn(xy)t
n
= D0(x)D0(y) +
∑
i+j=1
Di(x)Dj(y)t+ · · ·+
∑
i+j=n
Di(x)Dj(y)t
n
= (D0(x) +D1(x)t + · · ·+Dn(x)t
n) (D0(y) +D1(y)t+ · · ·+Dn(y)t
n)
= φ(x)φ(y)
and for a ∈ A
φ(gB(a)) = D0(gB(a)) +D1(gB(a))t+ · · ·+Dn(gB(a))t
n
= D0(gB(a))
= gR[t]/tn+1(a).
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Since theDi areA-linear φ is alsoA-linear and by the above it is in HomA(B,R[t]/t
n+1)
taken in the category of A algebras.
Similarly let m, p ∈MB and φ
♭ as above. Then
φ♭(m+ p) =
(
D♭0(m+ p), δ1(m+ p), . . . , δn(m+ p)
)
=

D♭0(m) +D♭0(p), ∑
i+j=1
δi(m)δj(p), . . . ,
∑
i+j=n
δi(m)δj(p)


=
(
D♭0(m), δ1(m), . . . , δn(m)
)
+
(
D♭0(p), δ1(p), . . . , δn(p)
)
= φ♭(m) + φ♭(p)
and for m ∈MA
φ♭(g♭B(m)) = (D
♭
0(g
♭
B(m)), 0, . . . , 0)
= (g♭R(m), 0, . . . , 0)
= g♭R[t]/tn+1(m),
so φ♭ is a morphism of MA-monoids.
Let m ∈MB. Then
α̂nR(φ
♭(m)) = α̂nR(D
♭
0(m), δ1(m), . . . , δn(m))
= αR(D
♭
0(m))(1 + δ1(m)t+ · · ·+ δn(m)t
n)
= D0(αB(m))(1 + δ1(m)t+ · · ·+ δn(m)t
n)
= D0(αB(m)) +D0(αB(m))δ1(m)t+ · · ·+D0(αB(m))δn(m)t
n)
= D0(αB(m)) +D1(αB(m))t+ · · ·+Dn(αB(m))t
n
= φ(αB(m))
so (φ, φ♭) is a log morphism over A.
Since the definition of higher log derivations requires δ0 to be identically
1, the map DernA(B,R) → HomA(B,R[t]/t
n+1) is injective. This construction
is reversible and an argument almost identical to the above proves that the
(D0, δ0, . . . , Dn, δn) arising from a pair (φ, φ
♭) is a higher log derivation of order
n. Therefore the map DernA(B,R)→ HomA(B,R[t]/t
n+1) is a bijection.
Definition 3.9. Let gB : A → B be a morphism of log algebras, and define
the log Hasse-Schmidt ring of order n, denoted HSnB/A(MB/MA), to be the log
algebra over B
B[b(i),m(i)]b∈B;m∈MB ;i=1,...,n/I
n
B/A,
where InB/A is the ideal generated by the union of the sets
{gB(a)
(i) : a ∈ A; i = 1, . . . , n}, (3.1){
g♭B(m)
(i) : m ∈MA; i = 1, . . . , n
}
, (3.2)
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{
(x + y)(i) − x(i) − y(i) : x, y ∈ B; i = 1, . . . , n
}
, (3.3)
(xy)(i) −
∑
j+k=i
x(j)y(k) : x, y ∈ B; i = 1, . . . , n

 , (3.4)
(m+ p)(i) −
∑
j+k=i
m(j)p(k) : m, p ∈Mb; i = 1, . . . , n

 , (3.5){
α(m)(i) − α(m)(0)m(i) : m ∈Mb, i = 1, . . . , n
}
(3.6)
and b(0) is defined to be b for all b ∈ B and m(0) is defined to be 1 for all
m ∈MB. Define the log structure M
n
B/A to be the amalgamated sum MB ⊕B∗
HSn∗B/A(MB/MA) along with the morphism α
n
B/A : M
n
B/A → HS
n
B/A(MB/MA)
given by (m,x) 7→ αB(m)x where the obvious inclusion maps have been omitted
from notation.
Finally define the universal derivation (d0, ∂0, . . . , dn, ∂n) fromB to HS
n
B/A(MB/MA)
given by the maps di(b) = b
(i) (mod I) and ∂i(m) = m
(i) (mod I), and d♭0(m) =
(m, 1) for all b ∈ B,m ∈MB and i = 0, . . . n.
Remark 3.10. The ring B[b(i),m(i)]b∈B;m∈MB;i=1,...,n carries a natural grading
where b(i) and m(i) each have weight i. The ideal InB/A is homogeneous, so
HSnB/A(MB/MA) also has a natural grading.
Definition 3.11. For notational reasons define HSnB/A := HS
n
B/A(B
∗/A∗). This
agrees with the definition of HSnB/A given in [6].
Proposition 3.12. Let f : B → C be a morphism of log algebras over A. Then
the morphism
B[b(i),m(i)]b∈B;m∈MB ;i=1,...,n → C[c
(i), p(i)]c∈C;p∈MC ;i=1,...,n
given by b(i) 7→ f(b)(i), m(i) 7→ f ♭(m)(i) induces a morphism of log algebras
over B, HSnB/A(MB/MA)→ HS
n
C/A(MC/MA), which by abuse of notation will
be denoted f as well.
Proof. The fact that f(InB/A) ⊂ I
n
C/A follows immediately from the fact that f is
a homomorphism of log algebras over A. Therefore f : HSnB/A → HS
n
C/A is well
defined as a map of B-algebras. The morphism on log structures is uniquely
determined by the universal property of amalgamated sums.
Theorem 3.13 (First Universal Property). Let B and R be log algebras over A
and n ∈ N. For each higher log derivation of order n (D0, δ0, . . . , Dn, δn) from
B to R there exists a unique homomorphism φ : HSnB/A(MB/MA) → R of log
algebras over A such that
(D0, δ0, . . . , Dn, δn) = (φ ◦ d0, φ ◦ ∂0, . . . , φ ◦ dn, φ ◦ ∂n).
Moreover every higher log derivation of order n arises in this way.
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Proof. Define φ : HSnB/A(MB/MA) → R by φ(b
(i)) = Di(b) for all b ∈ B and
φ(m(i)) = δi(m). The morphism of monoids φ
♭, is defined to be the unique
morphism by the universal property of amalgamated sums, i.e., φ♭(m, p) =
D♭0(m)+α
−1
R (φ(p)) which is well defined by the definition of a log structure and
the fact that p ∈ HSnB/A(MB/MA)
∗ is a unit and thus φ(p) ∈ R∗ is as well. The
properties of derivations imply that the kernel of φ contains InB/A. This map is
unique since the value of φ(b(i)), φ(m(i)) is uniquely determined by Di and δi.
On the other hand any morphism φ : HSnB/A(MB/MA) → R can be pulled
back by this same construction to a higher log derivation of order n from B to
R. Therefore we have a bijection
DernA(B,R)→ HomA(HS
n
B/A(MB/MA), R).
Corollary 3.14 (Second Universal Property). Let B and R be log algebras over
A and let n ∈ N. Then there is a natural bijection
HomA(HS
n
B/A(MB/MA), R)→ HomA(B,R[t]/t
n+1)
which sends a morphism (φ, φ♭) ∈ HomA(HS
n
B/A(MB/MA), R) to the morphism
B → R[t]/tn+1 defined by
x 7→ φ(d0x) + φ(d1x)t+ · · ·+ φ(dnx)t
n
m 7→ (φ♭(m), φ(∂1m), . . . , φ(∂nm)).
(3.7)
Proof. This follows directly from 3.13 and 3.8.
It is now possible to connect the definition of log derivations to higher log
derivations of order 1.
Proposition 3.15. Let B be a log algebra over A. Then exists a natural iso-
morphism of log algebras
HS1B/A(MB/MA)
∼= SymΩB/A(MB/MA)
where the log structure MΩ on SymΩB/A(MB/MA) is given by
MΩ :=MB ⊕B∗
(
SymΩB/A(MB/MA)
)∗
.
Proof. It suffices to construct a higher log derivation of order 1 from B to the
symmetric algebra SymΩB/A(MB/MA), and to verify that it satisfies the uni-
versal property of Theorem 3.13. Define a higher log derivation of order 1 fromB
to SymΩB/A(MB/MA) by (j, d, ∂), where j : B → Sym
0ΩB/A(MB/MA) = B is
the identity map and (d, ∂) are the universal log derivations coming from Theo-
rem 3.2 followed by the isomorphism ΩB/A(MB/MA)→ Sym
1ΩB/A(MB/MA).
We must show that any higher log derivation of order 1, (D0, D1, δ1) : B →
R, factors uniquely through SymΩB/A(MB/MA). By Theorem 3.2 there exists
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a unique morphism of B-modules h : ΩB/A(MB/MA)→ R making the following
diagram commute
ΩB/A(MB/MA)
h
&&
B
(d,∂)
OO
(D1,δ1)
// R
where the vertical and horizontal arrows are log derivations and h is a morphism
of B-modules. By the universal property of symmetric algebras, h extends
uniquely to the symmetric algebra, SymΩB/A(MB/MA), making the following
diagram commute
SymΩB/A(MB/MA)
h
''
B
(j,d,∂)
OO
(D0,D1,δ1)
// R
where the vertical and horizontal arrows are the higher log derivations of order
1, and h is a homomorphism of B-algebras. It suffices now to show that h
uniquely determines a morphism of monoids h♭ : MΩ →MR, which make (h, h
♭)
into morphism of log algebras. Note that the diagram
MR
(⊕∞
i=0 Sym
iΩB/A(MB/MA)
)∗α−1R ◦hoo
MB
D♭0
OO
B∗
α−1B
oo
j
OO
commutes since α−1R ◦ h ◦ j = α
−1
R ◦ D0 by the commutativity of the previous
diagram and α−1R ◦D0 = D
♭
0 ◦α
−1
B , when defined, since D0 is a morphism of log
algebras. Therefore by the universal property of amalgamated sums there exists
a unique morphism h♭ such that h♭ ◦ j♭ = D♭0. By the First Universal Property,
Theorem 3.13,
HS1B/A(MB/MA)
∼=
∞⊕
i=0
Symi ΩB/A(MB/MA).
Remark 3.16. In particular by examining the proof we get that ΩB/A(MB/MA)
is just the degree 1 graded component of HS1B/A(MB/MA).
Proposition 3.17. Let B be a finitely generated A log algebra and MB finitely
generated over B∗. Then HSnB/A(MB/MA) is a finitely generated log algebra
over A.
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Proof. Since MB is finitely generated over B
∗, there exists a finitely generated
pre-log structure α : P → MB such that MB ∼= P ⊕α−1(B)∗ B
∗. Let p1, . . . , pr
denote the generating set of P . Similarly since B is finitely generated over A,
let b1, . . . , bs generate B as an algebra over A. The ring, HS
n
B/A(MB/MA), is
generated as an algebra over A by elements of the form dix, ∂im for i = 0, . . . , n
and x ∈ B,m ∈MB. By the A-linearity of di, Equation 3.3, dix can be written
as a sum of terms of the form adiy where a ∈ A and y is a monomial in the bj .
By repeated application of Equation 3.4 the element diy is a polynomial in the
dvbj for v = 0, . . . , i and j = 1, . . . , s. Similarly let q ∈ P . Then q = (p, u) where
p ∈ P is a monomial in the pj and u ∈ B
∗ is a unit. However, ∂iu =
diu
u , which is
a polynomial in the dvbj over A for v = 0, . . . , i and j = 1, . . . , s by our previous
observation. By repeated application of Equation 3.5, ∂iq is a polynomial in the
∂ipk, ∂iu for i = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , r. Therefore HS
n
B/A(MB/MA) is generated
over A by the ∂ipk, dibj for i = 1, . . . n, j = 1, . . . , s and k = 1, . . . , r.
Remark 3.18. In the above setting ΩB/A(MB/MA) is a finitely generated B-
module. If B is not fine this is not necessarily true.
Proposition 3.19. Let f : A → B be a morphism of log algebras. Then there
exists a unique A-module homomorphism
d : HSnB/A(MB/MA)→ HS
n+1
B/A(MB/MA) (3.8)
satisfying
i. d(uv) = ud(v) + vd(u) for all u, v ∈ HSnB/A(MB/MA)
ii d(u + v) = d(u) + d(v) for all u, v ∈ HSnB/A(MB/MA)
iii. d(dix) = (i+ 1)di+1x for all x ∈ B and i = 0, . . . , n
iv. d(∂im) = (i + 1)∂i+1m− ∂1m∂im for all m ∈MB and i = 1, . . . , n
where the obvious inclusion maps have been omitted. By abuse of notation the
author will refer to all such maps as d regardless of n. Additionally define
dm : HSnB/A(MB/MA)→ HS
n+m
B/A (MB/MA) by repeated application of d.
Proof. First note that the map
d : B[b(i),m(i)]b∈B;m∈MB ;i=1,...,n → B[b
(i),m(i)]b∈B;m∈MB ;i=1,...,n+1
constructed identically as above is a well defined morphism of A-modules. The
original map 3.8 is well defined if and only if d(InB/A) ⊂ I
n+1
B/A. It suffices to
check the latter on a generating set. For a ∈ A we have
d(f(a)(i)) = (i+ 1)f(a)(i+1) ∈ In+1B/A.
Let x, y ∈ B. Then
d
(
(x+ y)(i) − x(i) − y(i)
)
= (i+ 1)
(
(x + y)(i+1) − x(i+1) − y(i+1)
)
∈ In+1B/A
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and
d

(xy)(i) − ∑
j+k=i
x(j)y(j)

 = (i+ 1)(xy)(i+1) − ∑
j+k=i
(j + 1)x(j+1)y(k) −
∑
j+k=i
(k + 1)x(j)y(k+1)
= (i+ 1)(xy)(i+1) −
∑
j+k=i+1
jx(j)y(k) −
∑
j+k=i+1
kx(j)y(k)
= (i+ 1)

(xy)(i+1) − ∑
j+k=i+1
x(j)y(k)

 ∈ In+1B/A.
(3.9)
Let a ∈MA. Then
d(f ♭(a)i) = (i+ 1)f ♭(a)(i+1) − f ♭(a)(1)f ♭(a)(i) ∈ In+1B/A.
Let m, p ∈MB. Then
d(α(m)(i) − α(m)(0)m(i))
= (i + 1)α(m)(i+1) −
(
α(m)(1)m(i) + α(m)(0)
(
(i + 1)m(i+1) −m(1)m(i)
))
= (i + 1)
(
α(m)(i+1) − α(m)(0)m(i+1)
)
−m(i)
(
α(m)(1) − α(m)(0)m(1)
)
∈ In+1B/A
and
d

(m+ p)(i) − ∑
j+k=i
m(j)p(k)


= (i+ 1)(m+ p)(i+1) − (m+ p)(1)(m+ p)(i) −∑
j+k=i
(
((j + 1)m(j+1) −m(1)m(j))p(k) +m(j)((k + 1)p(k+1) − p(1)p(k)
)
.
After a similar manipulation to 3.9 the above becomes
(i+1)(m+p)(i+1)−(m+p)(1)(m+p)(i)−(i+1)
∑
j+k=i+1
m(j)p(k)+(m(1)+p(1))
∑
j+k=i
m(j)p(k)
and after grouping terms
(i+1)

(m+ p)(i+1) − ∑
j+k=i+1
m(j)p(k)

+

(m(1) + p(1)) ∑
j+k=i
m(j)p(k) − (m+ p)(1)(m+ p)(i)

 ,
which is an element of In+1B/A. Therefore d(I
n
B/A) ⊂ I
n+1
B/A and the morphism is
well defined.
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Theorem 3.20. Let B be an A log algebra, A a k-algebra with char(k)=0.
Suppose HSnB/A(MB/MA) is generated by {ωi}i∈I over B as an algebra for some
n ≥ 1. Then HSn+1B/A(MB/MA) is generated by {ωi, d(ωi)}i∈I over B as an
algebra, where d is defined in Proposition 3.19.
Proof. Note that HSn+1B/A(MB/MA) is generated over HS
n
B/A(MB/MA) by ele-
ments of the form dn+1b and ∂n+1m where b ∈ B and m ∈ MB. Starting with
the former observe that dnb ∈ HS
n
B/A(MB/MA), so by hypothesis
dnb =
p∑
j=1
bjαj
for some bj ∈ B and αj monomials in the ωi. By Proposition 3.19
(n+ 1)dn+1b = d(dnb) =
p∑
j=1
(bjd(αj) + αjd1bj) .
By hypothesis d1bj ∈ HS
n
B/A(MB/MA) and by repeated application of 3.19 part
i, d(αj) ∈ B[ωi, d(ωi)]i∈I . Since n + 1 6= 0, dn+1b ∈ B[ωi, d(ωi)]i∈I . For the
latter case note that
∂nm =
r∑
j=1
mjαj
for some mj ∈ B and αj monomials in the ωi. By Proposition 3.19
(n+ 1)∂n+1m− ∂1m∂nm = d(∂nm) =
r∑
j=1
(αjd1mj +mjd(αj)) .
By hypothesis d1mj , ∂1m, ∂nm ∈ HS
n
B/A(MB/MA) and by repeated application
of 3.19 part i, d(αj) ∈ B[ωi, d(ωi)]i∈I . Since n+1 6= 0, ∂n+1m ∈ B[ω1, d(ω1), . . . , ωr, d(ωr)].
Thus HSn+1B/A(MB/MA) is generated by {ωi, d(ωi)} over B.
Remark 3.21. The condition that the characteristic of the field be 0 is necessary
in general. Let A = F2, B = F2[x], both with trivial log structure. Then
HS1B/A(MB/MA) = F2[x, d1x]. However, d(d1x) = 0 and HS
2
B/A(MB/MA) =
F2[x, d1x, d2x].
Example 3.22. In characteristic 0 we are now able to recover what might be
considered a more standard definition of derivative. Consider ln f(z) where f(z)
is some analytic function and a branch of the natural logarithm has been fixed.
Then
d
dz
ln f(z) =
f ′(z)
f(z)
and
d2
dz2
ln f(z) =
f ′′(z)
f(z)
−
(
f ′(z)
f(z)
)2
.
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On the other hand let α :M → C[x] be a log structure with some non-constant
element f ∈M . Then
∂1f =
d1α(f)
α(f)
which agrees in spirit at least with the standard complex case. However,
∂2f =
d2α(f)
α(f)
,
which is vastly different. If instead we consider
d∂1f = 2
d2α(f)
α(f)
−
(
d1α(f)
α(f)
)2
we get something much closer. Recalling that the di are in fact divided differ-
entials, the two expressions agree identically.
4 Constructions and Properties
The next goal is to actually compute some of these log Hasse-Schmidt rings.
Unfortunately definition 3.9 gives a construction which is not easy to work
with in practice. In the case of Hasse-Schmidt rings for quotients of polyno-
mial algebras there is a very straightforward method of computing the resulting
Hasse-Schmidt ring, see [6] for instance.
The method described in [6] is an application of the second fundamental
exact sequence for differential forms to the case of Hasse-Schmidt rings. This
does further generalize to the case of log Hasse-Schmidt rings, but some extra
conditions must be imposed. For instance consider the following example
Example 4.1. Let B = k[x, y], C = k[x, y]/(x2 − y3) be k algebras, char(k) 6=
2, 3. From [6] we know that
HS1C/k
∼= HS1B/k /(x
2 − y3, d(x2 − y3)) ∼= k[x, y, dx, dy]/(x2 − y3, 2xdx− 3y2dy)
Now define MB to be the minimal sub-log structure of B
× containing x and y
and define MC to be the minimal sub-log structure of C
× containing x and y.
While we do not yet have the machinery to prove it, we will soon be able to see
HS1B/k(MB/k
∗)/(x2 − y3, d(x2 − y3)) ∼= k[x, y, ∂x, ∂y]/(x2 − y3, 2x2∂x− 3y3∂y)
∼= k[x, y, ∂x, ∂y]/(x2 − y3, x2(2∂x− 3∂y)),
which is not an integral domain. This may not seem that significant, but the
actual log Hasse-Schmidt ring should be
HS1C/k(MC/k
∗) ∼= k[x, y, ∂x, ∂y]/(x2 − y3, 2∂x− 3∂y) ∼= k[x, y, ∂x]/(x2 − y3),
which is an integral domain and is well behaved. Although this is not a rigorous
proof that this is the answer, one can at least see that 2∂x − 3∂y has to be in
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the quotient. InMC , x
2 = y3 since it is a sub-monoid of C× and x2 = y3 in C×,
so ∂(x2) = ∂(y3), which implies 2∂x− 3∂y = 0. Therefore the desired relation
holds.
Obviously the problem here is that there are possibly relations onMC which
don’t come from MB. There are a couple of approaches to fixing this. One is to
simply quotient out by all additional relations on MC . This is cumbersome in
general. The second is to simply restrict what is allowed for MC . In particular,
we could have given MC the log structure generated by x, y with no relations.
It turns out this works and is the same as asking the morphism B → C to
be strict. This will be a sufficient condition for the second fundamental exact
sequence to hold.
This answer is still not satisfactory though. The ring C in this example
is actually a monoid algebra, and the log structure described in the example
comes from the corresponding monoid. If C were to have any sort of natural log
structure, the MC described above should be it. There is fortunately another
solution and while it will not work in every case, it will give us a different tool
for constructing log Hasse-Schmidt rings.
Let S ⊂ HS1B/k(B
∗/k∗)/(x2 − y3) be the multiplicative set generated by x
and y. Then
S−1HS1B/k(B
∗/k∗)/(x2 − y3, d(x2 − y3)) ∼= k[x, y, ∂x, ∂y]xy/(x
2 − y3, x2(2∂x− 3∂y))
∼= k[x, y, ∂x, ∂y]xy/(x
2 − y3, (2∂x− 3∂y))
and we can construct HS1C/k(MC/k
∗) as the subring generated by x, y, ∂x, ∂y.
Of course there will have to be some conditions put in place and all of this will
have to be made formal, but it is a possible approach in many instances.
Theorem 4.2 (Second Fundamental Exact Sequence). Let A → B → C be a
sequence of log algebras. Additionally suppose B → C is surjective and strict in
the category of log algebras with kernel I. Define J to be the ideal
J := (dix)i=0,...n;x∈I ⊆ HS
n
B/A(MB/MA).
Then
0→ J → HSnB/A(MB/MA)→ HS
n
C/A(MC/MA)→ 0
is an exact sequence of B-modules.
Proof. Let R be an arbitrary log algebra over A and observe that
HomA(C,R[t]/t
n+1)→ {φ ∈ HomA(B,R[t]/t
n+1) : φ(I) = 0} (4.1)
is a bijection. To see this let (φ, φ♭) ∈ {φ ∈ HomA(B,R[t]/t
n+1) : φ(I) =
0}. Then it follows that φ factors through B/I ∼= C, which induces a unique
morphism of rings C → R[t]/tn+1. For the log structure note that φ defines a
morphism φ|C∗ : C
∗ → M̂nR, which together with φ
♭ : MB → M̂
n
R give a unique
morphism MC ∼=MB ⊕B∗ C
∗ → M̂nR by the universal property of amalgamated
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sums. Therefore the above map on sets 4.1 is a natural bijection. To complete
the proof we need a bijection
HomA(HS
n
B/A(MB/MA)/J,R)→ {φ ∈ HomA(B,R[t]/t
n+1) : φ(I) = 0},
where the log structure on HSnB/A(MB/MA)/J is determined by the log struc-
ture coming from HSnB/A(MB/MA). By 3.14 we have a bijection
HomA(HS
n
B/A(MB/MA), R)→ HomA(B,R[t]/t
n+1).
By the same Corollary, φ(I) = 0 if and only if the corresponding morphism
HSnB/A(MB/MA) → R sends {dix}i=0,...n;x∈I to 0, which gives the desired bi-
jection. Combining everything gives
HomA(HS
n
B/A(MB/MA)/J,R)
∼= HomA(HS
n
C/A(MC/MA), R)
for every R. Therefore
HSnB/A(MB/MA)/J
∼= HSnC/A(MC/MA),
and the desired exact sequence must hold.
Corollary 4.3. In the above setting let I be generated by {αj}j∈J . Then J is
generated by {diαj}i=0,...,n;j∈J .
Proof. Let x ∈ I. Then
x =
∑
j∈J
xjαj ,
where xj ∈ B and all but finitely many xj = 0, so
dixj =
∑
j∈J
di(xjαj) =
∑
j∈J
∑
k+l=i
dkxjdlαj ∈ (diαj)i=0,...,n;j∈J .
Although we will not be needing it, a version of the first fundamental exact
sequence can also be stated for log Hasse-Schmidt rings.
Theorem 4.4 (First Fundamental Exact Sequence). Let A → B → C be a
sequence of log algebras. Then the sequence
0→ HSnB/A(MB/MA)
+HSnC/A(MC/MA)→ HS
n
C/A(MC/MA)→ HS
n
C/B(MC/MB)→ 0,
where HSnB/A(MB/MA)
+ is the ideal of elements with positive degree, is an exact
sequence of C-modules.
Proof. The first term is an ideal and therefore the sequence is exact on the left.
The inclusion of ideals InC/A ⊂ I
n
C/B makes the sequence exact on the right.
By Definition 3.9, InC/B \ I
n
C/A forms a generating set of HS
n
B/A(MB/MA)
+.
Therefore the sequence is exact in the middle.
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Proposition 4.5. Let A be a log ring and B = A[xi]i∈I a polynomial ring with
log structure MA. Then
HSnB/A(MB/MA)
∼= A[dqxi]q=0,...,n;i∈I
Proof. Let R be an A log algebra. Then any homomorphism of log rings φ :
A[xi]i∈I → R[t]/t
n+1 is uniquely determined by the image of the xi which is
free. Therefore
HomA(A[xi]i∈I , R[t]/t
n+1) ∼= HomA(A[dqxi]q=0,...,n;i∈I , R)
and by 3.14
HSnB/A(MB/MA)
∼= A[dqxi]q=0,...,n;i∈I
Proposition 4.6. Let f : A → B be a morphism of log algebras and S ⊂ B a
multiplicative subset. Then the natural map
B → S−1B
induces an isomorphism
S−1HSnB/A(MB/MA)→ HS
n
S−1B/A(S
−1MB/MA) (4.2)
of rings.
Proof. Let R be any log algebra over A and let f : HSnB/A(MB/MA) → R be
a morphism of log algebras over A such that f(s) ∈ R∗ for all s ∈ S. By
Corollary 3.14 there exists a unique morphism of log algebras B → R[t]/tn+1
which also sends s to a unit. By the universal property of localized log algebras
there exists a unique morphism S−1B → R[t]/tn+1, which by Corollary 3.14
corresponds to a unique morphism HSnS−1B/A(S
−1MB/MA) → R. Therefore
every morphism f : HSnB/A(MB/MA)→ R with f(s) ∈ R
∗ for all s ∈ S factors
uniquely through HSnB/A(MB/MA) → HS
n
S−1B/A(S
−1MB/MA). Since R was
arbitrary, by Proposition 2.23
HSnS−1B/A(S
−1MB/MA) ∼= S
−1HSnB/A(MB/MA)
The following corollary will allow for much simpler constructions of log
Hasse-Schmidt rings in many instances.
Corollary 4.7. Let B be a log algebra over A where B is an integral domain
and A has trivial log structure. Suppose additionally that αB : MB → B is
injective, i.e., MB is a submonoid of B. Then there exists an inclusion
HSnB/A(MB/A
∗) →֒M−1B HS
n
B/A
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Proof. By hypothesisB is integral and thus HSnB/A(MB/A
∗) →֒M−1B HS
n
B/A(MB/A
∗)
is an inclusion. By Proposition 4.6 applied twice,
M−1B HS
n
B/A(MB/A
∗) ∼= HSnM−1B B/A
(M−1B MB/A
∗)
∼= HSnM−1B B/A
((M−1B B)
∗/A∗)
∼=M−1B HS
n
B/A
Example 4.8. Let B = k[x, y], C = k[x, y]/(x2 − y3) be k-algebras with
chark 6= 2, 3. Let all rings have trivial log structure. By Proposition 4.5
HS1B/k
∼= k[x, y, d1x, d1y]
and by Theorem 4.2
HS1C/k
∼= k[x, y, d1x, d1y]/(x
2 − y3, 2xd1x− 3y
2d1y).
Define MC to be the log structure generated by x and y. Then
HS1C/k∗(MC/k
∗) →֒ k[x, y, d1x, d1y]xy/(x
2 − y3, 2xd1x− 3y
2d1y)
and
k[x, y, d1x, d1y]xy/(x
2−y3, 2xd1x−3y
2d1y) ∼= k[x, y, d1x, d1y]xy/(x
2−y3, 2
d1x
x
−3
d1y
y
)
Since x and y generate the log structure of C and x and y generate C over k,
HS1C/k∗(MC/k
∗) ∼= k[x, y, ∂1x, ∂1y]/(x
2 − y3, 2∂1x− 3∂1y)
∼= k[x, y, ∂1x]/(x
2 − y3)
Proposition 4.9. Let f : A → B be a morphism of log algebras, S ⊂ A be a
multiplicative subset, and suppose f factors through the natural map A→ S−1A.
Then the identity map on B[b(i),m(i)]b∈B;m∈MB ;i=1,...,n induces an isomorphism
HSnB/A(MB/MA)→ HS
n
B/S−1A(MB/MS−1(A))
Proof. Let f ′ : S−1A → B be the factored morphism, a ∈ A, s ∈ S and
k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Then
0 = dkf(a) = dk(f(s)f
′(s−1a)) =
∑
i+j=k
dif(s)djf
′(s−1a) = f(s)dkf
′(s−1a)
in HSnB/A(MB/MA), by induction on k. However, f(s) is invertible on B, so
dkf
′(s−1a) vanishes in HSnB/A(MB/MA). An identical argument follows for
a ∈ MA and s ∈ S. Thus the ideals are equal and the morphism induces an
isomorphism.
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Lemma 4.10. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of quasi-coherent affine log
schemes, with X = SpecB and Y = SpecA such that MX ∼= M˜X(X) and
MY ∼= M˜Y (Y ). Then for every p ∈ X there exists a morphism
HSnB/A(MX/MY )→ HS
n
Bp/Af(p)
(MX,p,MY,f(p))
uniquely determined by the localization map B → Bp.
Proof. Let MB = MX(X), MA = MY (Y ), αB : MB → B and αA : MA →
A be the monoids and morphisms making B and A into log algebras. Then
localization B → Bp induces a morphism
HSnB/A(MB/MA)→ HS
n
Bp/A((MB)p,MA).
However, by Proposition 4.9
HSnBp/A((MB)p,MA)
∼= HSnBp/Af(p)((MB)p, (MA)f(p))
and by Proposition 2.33 MX,p ∼= (MB)p, MY,f(p) ∼= (MA)f(p) giving the desired
morphism.
Now that we have the tools necessary, we can construct the sheaf of higher
log differentials. The useful case will be on log schemes with quasi-coherent log
structure, but the sheaf can be defined for arbitrary log schemes.
Definition 4.11. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of log schemes. Define the log
Hasse-Schmidt sheaf of order n, denoted HSnX/Y (MX/MY ), on each open set
U ⊂ X to be the set of functions
s : U →
∐
p∈U
HSnOX,p/OY,f(p)(MX,p/MY,f(p))
such that
i. for every p ∈ U , s(p) ∈ HSnOX,p/OY,f(p)(MX,p/MY,f(p)); and
ii. for every p ∈ U there exists an open neighborhood V ⊂ U contain-
ing p, an open affine neighborhood W ⊂ Y containing f(p), and a t ∈
HSnOX(V )/OY (W )(MX(V )/MY (W )) such that V ⊂ f
−1(W ) and the image
of t under the morphism
HSnOX (V )/OY (W )(MX(V )/MY (W ))→ HS
n
OX,p/OY,f(p)
(MX,p/MY,f(p))
defined in Lemma 4.10 is equal to s(p) for every p ∈ V .
If the log structures MX and MY are trivial the notation will be shortened to
HSnX/Y .
Theorem 4.12. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of quasi-coherent log schemes.
Then HSnX/Y (MX/MY ) is a quasi-coherent sheaf of OX-algebras.
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Proof. By construction HSnX/Y (MX/MY ) is a sheaf. Let p ∈ X be arbitrary.
By the quasi-coherence of X and Y there exist open affine sets SpecA ⊂ Y
containing f(p) and SpecB ⊂ f−1(SpecA) containing p such that MY |SpecA ∼=
P˜A andMX |SpecB ∼= P˜B for some log structures αA : PA → A and αB : PB → B.
We may assume Γ(SpecA, P˜A) = PA and Γ(SpecB, P˜B) = PB after a suitable
substitution. For each g ∈ B we have an open affine D(g), and
Γ(D(g), H˜S
n
B/A(PB/PA))
∼= HSnBg/A((PB)g/PA),
where the isomorphism comes from the fact that H˜S
n
B/A(PB/PA) is quasi-
coherent, and Proposition 4.6. So the natural map
HSnBg/A((PB)g/PA)→ HS
n
Bg/A((˜PB)g/P˜A)
defines a morphism
Γ(D(g), H˜S
n
B/A(PB/PA))→ Γ(D(g),HS
n
Bg/A((˜PB)g/P˜A))
for every D(g). Since this construction is compatible with localization and the
D(g) form a basis for the topology of SpecB we get a morphism of sheaves
φ : H˜S
n
B/A(PB/PA)→ HS
n
X/Y (MX/MY )
on SpecB. For any q ∈ SpecB the stalk of HSnX/Y (MX/MY ) at q is
HSnOX,q/OY,f(q)(MX,q/MY,f(q)),
but by Proposition 2.33 and Definition 2.21
HSnOX,q/OY,f(q)(MX,q/MY,f(q))
∼= HSnBq/Af(q) ((PB)q, (PA)f(q)).
By Propositions 4.6 and 4.9(
H˜S
n
B/A(PB/PA)
)
q
∼= HSnBq/Af(q) ((PB)q, (PA)f(q)),
so φ induces an isomorphism of stalks. Since q was arbitrary φ is an isomorphism
of sheaves on SpecB, and since p was arbitrary HSnX/Y (MX/MY ) is quasi-
coherent.
Proposition 4.13. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of noetherian coherent log
schemes, and f locally of finite type. Then ΩX/Y (MX/MY ) is a coherent sheaf
of OX -modules.
Proof. Let p ∈ X and define A,B, PA, PB as they are in the proof of Theorem
4.12. Then we have an isomorphism of sheaves
HSnX/Y (MX/MY )|SpecB
∼= H˜S
n
B/A(PB/PA).
Since f is locally of finite type, B is a finitely generated A-algebra. Moreover,
because X is coherent, PB is finitely generated over B
∗. By Proposition 3.17
and Remark 3.18, ΩB/A(PB/PA) is a finitely generated B-module. Since p was
arbitrary ΩX/Y (MX/MY ) is coherent.
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Finally log jet spaces can be defined.
Definition 4.14. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of quasi-coherent log schemes
and define the log jet space of order n of X over Y to be the scheme
JnX/Y (MX/MY ) := SpecHS
n
X/Y (MX/MY )
over X . If the log structures MX and MY are trivial, the notation will be
shortened to JnX/Y .
5 E´tale Morphisms
Building upon the previous section, e´tale morphisms will give another method
to construct log Hasse-Schmidt rings. Unfortunately the definition of formally
e´tale in the category of log algebras differs from the traditional one in the
category of rings. For a full treatment see [5], but we can at least motivate
some of the reasoning with an example.
Example 5.1. Let C be as defined in Example 4.1. By Example 4.8 we know
that ΩC/k(MC/k
∗) is free and generated by a single element, ∂1x. In the case
of rings this would typically indicate that C is smooth. However, consider the
diagram
C
f // k[t]/t2
k
OO
// k[t]/t3
OO
where k[t]/t2 and k[t]/t3 have log structures (k[t]/t2)× and (k[t]/t3)× respec-
tively and k has the trivial log structure. Define f as f(x) = t and f(y) = t,
which induces a surjective morphism on log structures. Suppose there exists
some u : C → k[t]/t3 making the diagram commute. Then u(x) = t+at2, u(y) =
t+ bt2 where a, b ∈ k. However, u(0) = u(x)2 − u(y)3 = t2 6= 0, so therefore no
such u can exist.
This should indicate that this scheme is simply not smooth, but its log-
arithmic tangent space at any point is 1-dimensional, which in the category
of schemes would indicate smoothness. Therefore these two definitions do not
initially appear to be compatible. However, this problem can be remedied by
adjusting the log structures in this example. If we require that k[t]/t3 → k[t]/t2
be a strict morphism of log algebras then the log structure on k[t]/t2 is given
by (k[t]/t2)∗ ⊕(k[t]/t3)∗ (k[t]/t
3)× and the f constructed above is no longer well
defined.
Strictness in and of itself is not a bad requirement, but unfortunately it is
not enough in general. The morphism k[x] → C should be e´tale, in particular
unramified, when the log structure on k[x] is the minimal sub-log structure of
(k[x])× containing x. This morphism induces a homeomorphism of topological
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spaces associated to the corresponding varieties, in addition it induces an iso-
morphism on their sheaves of log differentials. It should be reasonable that such
a map is e´tale. Consider the diagram
C
f // k[t]/t2
k[x]
OO
h
// k[t]/t5
g
OO
where k[t]/t5 has log structure (k[t]/t5)× and k[t]/t2 has log structure (k[t]/t2)∗⊕(k[t]/t5)∗
(k[t]/t5)×. Additionally define h(x) = f(x) = f(y) = 0 and f ♭(x) = (1, 0),
f ♭(y) = (1, t2). For every a ∈ k there exists a ua : C → k[t]/t
5 such that
ua(x) = 0, ua(y) = t
2 + at4 = (1 + at2)t2. Note that in this case the morphism
of log structures is entirely determined by ua. As a map of rings, g ◦ ua = f . In
(k[t]/t2)∗ ⊕(k[t]/t5)∗ (k[t]/t
5)×
(1, (1 + at2)t2) = (1 + at2, t2) = (1, t2)
and therefore g♭ ◦ u♭a = f
♭. However, a was arbitrary and k[x] → C should be
unramified.
Identifying the source of the problem in this case is a little more difficult.
Definitely part of the problem is that u♭a(y) 6= 0 but f
♭(y) = 0. This is where
some wiggle room is given for the various ua. The standard method of preventing
this from happening is requiring that the group 1+ker(g) acts freely on the log
structure of k[t]/t5. In this particular case it would mean that t2 + at4 cannot
be in the log structure as (1 + t3) · (t2 + at4) = t2 + at4.
Definition 5.2. A log thickening is a strict surjective morphism i : T → S of
log algebras such that ker(i) is nilpotent and the subgroup 1+ ker(i) ⊂ T ∗ acts
freely on MT .
Definition 5.3. A morphism of log algebras B → C is formally log smooth
(respectively log unramified, respectively log e´tale) if for every commutative
diagram
C
v // S
B
OO
// T
i
OO
where i : T → S is a log thickening, there exists at least (respectively at most,
respectively exactly) one morphism u : C → T such that i ◦ u = v.
Theorem 5.4. Let f : B → C be an e´tale morphism of log algebras over A.
Then
HSnB/A(MB/MA)⊗B C
∼= HSnC/A(MC/MA),
where the log structure M on HSnB/A⊗BC is defined by the pre-log structure
αC :MC → HS
n
B/A(MB/MC)⊗B C.
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Proof. Let R be a log algebra over A and β ∈ HomA(HS
n
B/A(MB/MA)⊗BC,R).
Then by the universal properties of tensor product and amalgamated sum there
exists a unique commutative diagram of A log algebras
C // R
B
OO
// HSnB/A(MB/MA)
OO
By the universal property of log Hasse-Schmidt rings there exists a unique com-
mutative diagram of A log algebras
C // R
B
OO
// R[t]/tn+1
OO
Since B → C is e´tale and R[t]/tn+1 → R is a log thickening there exists a
unique morphism C → R[t]/tn+1 making the diagram commute. Again by the
universal property of log Hasse-Schmidt rings there exists a unique morphism
HSnC/A(MC/MA) → R of A log algebras. This construction is reversible, so
HomA(HS
n
B/A(MB/MA) ⊗B C,R)
∼= HomA(HS
n
C/A(MC/MA), R). Since R was
an arbitrary log algebra over A,
HSnB/A(MB/MA)⊗B C
∼= HSnC/A(MC/MA).
6 Main Result
Definition 6.1. Let X be a scheme, p a closed point, D an effective Cartier
divisor on X and s a regular function representing D in some neighborhood of
p. Define the multiplicity of D at p, denoted multpD, to be the largest integer
n such that s ∈mnp .
Proposition 6.2. multpD is independent of the choice of s.
Proof. Let s and s′ both represent D in OX,p. Then by definition s = us
′ where
u ∈ O∗X,p, therefore s ∈m
n
p if and only if s
′ ∈mnp .
Proposition 6.3. Let X be an equidimensional scheme of dimension q over
an algebraically closed field k. Then for any nonsingular closed point p the
completion of the local ring ÔX,p is isomorphic to k[[x1, . . . , xq]].
Proof. This follows directly from [2] Theorem I.5.5A.
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Proposition 6.4. Let X be a smooth scheme of dimension q over a field k.
Then there exists an open cover {Ui} such that
JnUi/k
∼= Ui ×k A
qn
k .
Proof. This is a special case of Proposition 5.10 in [6].
Theorem 6.5. Let X be a scheme of dimension q over an algebraically closed
field k, p ∈ X a nonsingular closed point, D an effective Cartier divisor on X
locally represented by s ∈ OX,p. Then multpD ≥ n+1 if and only if {dis}
n
i=0 ⊂
mpHS
n
OX,p/k.
Proof. Suppose multpD ≥ n + 1. Let h : OX,p → k[t]/t
n+1 be any k-algebra
homomorphism. Let x ∈ mp and write h(x) = c + tf(t) for some c ∈ k and
f(t) ∈ k[t]. Then h(x − c) ∈ (t). Suppose c 6= 0, so x − c /∈ mp and x − c
is a unit. Since the image of a unit is a unit, h(x − c) is a unit. This is a
contradiction, so c = 0 and h is local. By 3.14 there is a bijection between
all such h and all ring homomorphisms φ : HSnOX,p → k. By the construc-
tion of the bijection in 3.14, φ(dis) = 0 for i = 0, . . . , n and every φ. Note
that every morphism HSnOX,p/k /mpHS
n
OX,p/k → k lifts to such a φ via the
quotient map ψ : HSnOX,p/k → HS
n
OX,p/k /mpHS
n
OX,p/k and thus the regular
functions ψ(dis) vanish at every k-point of Spec
(
HSnOX,p/k /mpHS
n
OX,p/k
)
for
i = 0, . . . , n. However, Spec
(
HSnOX,p/k /mp HS
n
OX,p/k
)
∼= A
nq
k by Proposition
6.4. The only regular function vanishing everywhere on Anqk is the zero function,
so {dis}
n
i=0 ⊂mp HS
n
OX,p/k.
For the opposite direction suppose multpD = w < n + 1. By hypothesis
OX,p is a regular local ring and mp = (x1, . . . , xq) where q is the dimension of
OX,p. Write s as s1 + s2 where s1 =
∑
αiui with αi ∈ k[x1, . . . , xq] monomials
of degree w, ui ∈ O
∗
X,p and s2 ∈ m
w+1
p . Let u¯i ∈ k be the image of ui in the
quotient map OX,p/mp = k. Since k is algebraically closed there exists a k-point
r = (y1, . . . , yq) ∈ Spec k[x1, . . . , xq] such that
∑
αi(r)u¯i = c for some c ∈ k
∗.
By 6.3 any morphism h : OX,p → k[[x1, . . . , xq]] → k[t]/t
n+1 is determined
freely by the images of xi. Define h(xj) = tyj for j ∈ {1, . . . , q} and note that
h(ui) = u¯i + tu
′
i for some u
′
i ∈ k[t]/t
n+1. Combining everything gives
h(s1) =
∑
h(αi)h(ui)
=
∑
h(αi)u¯i + t
∑
h(αi)u
′
i
= tw
∑
αi(r)u¯i + t
∑
h(αi)u
′
i
= ctw + t
∑
h(αi)u
′
i
However, h(αi) is divisible by t
w, so the second term is divisible by tw+1
and h(s1) 6= 0. Thus h(s) 6= 0. By 3.14 there exists a homomorphism φh :
HSnOX,p/k → k associated to h such that φh(dws) = c. Let π : OX,p → HS
n
OX,p/k
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be the natural inclusion map. Since h(mp) ⊂ (t), the composition OX,p
h
→
k[t]/tn+1 → k[t]/t = k is just the map OX,p → OX,p/mp = k, so φh(π(mp)) = 0
by construction of φh. Thus φh must factor through the quotient map
HSnOX,p/k

φh // k
HSnOX,p/k /mpHS
n
OX,p/k
77oooooooooooooo
However, φh(dws) 6= 0, so dws /∈mpHS
n
OX,p/k.
Definition 6.6. Let X be a log scheme over Y and define the global log jet sheaf
to be the subsheaf HSGnX/Y (MX/MY ) ⊂ HS
n
X/Y (MX/MY ) of OX -algebras de-
fined locally by
Γ(V,HSGnX/Y (MX/MY )) := OX(V )[d
iωv]ωv∈Γ(X,ΩX/Y (MX/MY ))
i=0,...,n−1
⊂ Γ(V,HSnX/Y (MX/MY ))
for each open V ⊂ X . Additionally define the global log jet space to be the
scheme
JGnX/Y (MX/MY ) := SpecHSG
n
X/Y (MX/MY )
over X .
Definition 6.7. Let X be a log scheme over Y , D a Cartier divisor on X and
U ⊂ X an open subset. We say D has global coordinates in MX/MY on U , if
there exists an open cover U =
⋃
Ui such thatD can represented by si ∈ OX(Ui)
where
dnsi ∈ Γ(Ui,HSG
n
X/Y (MX/MY ))
for all i and n ≥ 0.
Theorem 6.8 (Main Theorem). Let X¯, Y¯ be irreducible proper coherent log
schemes over an algebraically closed field k. Let X ⊂ X¯ and Y ⊂ Y¯ be the
complement of the support of the log structure in X¯ and Y¯ respectively, and D¯
an effective Cartier divisor on X¯ with global coordinates in MX¯/k∗ on U ⊂ X.
Then there exists some integer N such that for all f ∈ Homk(Y¯ , X¯) in the
category of log schemes either f(Y¯ ) ⊂ Supp(D¯) or multp f
∗(D¯) ≤ N for all
nonsingular p ∈ f−1(U ∩ D¯) ∩ Y .
Proof. For notational reasons define
JGnX¯/k(MX¯/k
∗)|U := JG
n
X¯/k(MX¯/k
∗)×X¯ U
for each n ≥ 0 to be the restriction of the global jet space over the open set
U ⊂ X , where the fiber products are taken in the category of schemes. Let
V ⊂ Y be the open subset of nonsingular points. Since Y is the complement
of the support of the log structure, the restriction of the log structure to Y is
trivial. Therefore define MV to be the trivial log structure as well.
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By Proposition 4.13 the sheaves ΩX¯/ Speck(MX¯/k
∗) and ΩY¯ / Speck(MY¯ /k
∗)
are coherent. Since X¯ and Y¯ are proper, the vector spaces Γ(X¯,ΩX¯/ Speck(MX¯/k
∗))
and Γ(Y¯ ,ΩY¯ / Speck(MY¯ /k
∗)) are finite dimensional by Serre’s Finiteness Theo-
rem [1]. Let {ω1, . . . , ωr} and {λ1, . . . , λu} be their bases, respectively. For each
n ≥ 0 define the schemes
Ln := Spec k[xvj ]v=1,...,r;j=1,...,u ×k JG
n
X¯/k(MX¯/k
∗)|U ×k J
n
V/k(MV /k
∗)
and ideal sheaves
In :=

1⊗ dm(ωv)⊗ 1− u∑
j=1
xvj ⊗ 1⊗ d
m(λj)


m=0,...,n−1;v=1,...,r
Denote by In ⊂ Ln the corresponding closed subscheme. By Definition 6.6 the
structure sheaf of JGnX¯/k(MX¯/k
∗)|U is locally generated over OX¯ by the d
m(ωv)
for m = 0, . . . , n− 1 and v = 1, . . . , r giving a closed immersion
jn : In → A
ru
k ×k U ×k J
n
V/k(MV /k
∗)
for each n.
Any morphism f : Y¯ → X¯ of log schemes induces a k-linear map on the
global log differential forms
f∗ : Γ(X¯,ΩX¯/ Speck(MX¯/k
∗))→ Γ(Y¯ ,ΩY¯ / Speck(MY¯ /k
∗)).
Let l(f) be the point in Aruk where the xvj are determined by the above linear
map. Suppose there is some p ∈ V such that f(p) ∈ U . Then the triple
(l(f), f(p), p) can be viewed as a point in L0. In order to establish some sort of
bound on intersection multiplicity we need to work over the fibers of the log jet
space, but fortunately f induces a morphism on fibers
f :
(
JnV/k(MV /k
∗)
)
p
→
(
JGnX¯/k(MX¯/k
∗)
)
f(p)
and the graph of this morphism(
JGnX¯/k(MX¯/k
∗)
)
f(p)
×(
JGn
X¯/k
(MX¯/k
∗)
)
f(p)
(
JnV/k(MV /k
∗)
)
p
∼= (In)(l(f),f(p),p)
is isomorphic to the fiber of In over the point (l(f), f(p), p) ∈ L0 by construction.
In particular
(In)(l(f),f(p),p)
∼=
(
JnV/k(MV /k
∗)
)
p
(6.1)
provided (l(f), f(p), p) is a triple coming from a morphism as described above.
This isomorphism is compatible with the morphism jn, i.e., jn induces the above
isomorphism. The assumption that the triple come from an actual morphism is
necessary as it was used in order to construct the graph.
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Define a sheaf of ideals locally by
Pn = (1⊗ djsi ⊗ 1)j=0,...,n
on the scheme Ln where the si come from Definition 6.7 and let Pn be the
associated closed subscheme.
Again let (l(f), f(p), p) ∈ L0 be a triple coming from a morphism of log
schemes as described above and suppose (In)(l(f),f(p),p) ⊂ (Pn)(l(f),f(p),p) where
f(p) ∈ Ui. Then djsi vanishes at every point in the fiber (In)(l(f),f(p),p) for
j = 0, . . . , n. By the isomorphism coming from the graph of f in Equation 6.1
we must have djf
∗si vanishing at every point of the fiber
(
JnV/k(MV /k
∗)
)
p
for
j = 0, . . . , n. However, p is a smooth point by assumption, so by Theorem 6.5,
multp f
∗si ≥ n+ 1.
On the other hand suppose that (In)(l(f),f(p),p) 6⊂ (Pn)(l(f),f(p),p). Then by
the isomorphism in Equation 6.1 there exists some point of
(
JnV/k(MV /k
∗)
)
p
such that some djf
∗si does not vanish. Therefore djf
∗si /∈ mpHS
n
OY,p/k and
by Theorem 6.5, multp f
∗si < n + 1. Thus (In)(l(f),f(p),p) ⊆ (Pn)(l(f),f(p),p) if
and only if multp f
∗D ≥ n+ 1.
Finally define a decreasing sequence of closed subsets by
Hn := L0 \ πn
(
Aruk ×k U ×k J
n
V/k(MV /k
∗) \ jn(In ∩ Pn)
)
where
πn : A
ru
k ×k U ×k J
n
V/k(MV /k
∗)→ Aruk ×k U ×k V
is the projection map. The Hn are decreasing because the conditions to be an
element are stronger for successive n. To see that they are closed the expres-
sion need only be unraveled step by step. Indeed jn is a closed immersion, its
complement is open, πn is flat and in particular open so the complement of its
image is closed.
Let (l(f), f(p), p) ∈ L0 be a point coming from a morphism of log schemes.
Then by construction (l(f), f(p), p) ∈ Hn if and only if (In)(l(f),f(p),p) ⊂ (Pn)(l(f),f(p),p)
which by previous observation happens if and only if multp f
∗D ≥ n+ 1. Since
L0 is noetherian the Hn must eventually stabilize for some N − 1. Therefore
multp f
∗D ≤ N or multp f
∗D =∞ in which case f(Y¯ ) ⊂ Supp(D¯).
Remark 6.9. Theorem 6.8 does not include any assumption on the characteristic
of the field. This might seem surprising since most ABC type estimates require
substantial modification in order to work in positive characteristic. However,
the hypothesis of Theorem 6.8 will only be met in positive characteristic if D = 0
or if U is disjoint from the support of D.
The results can also be easily interpreted in affine n space by the following
proposition.
Proposition 6.10. Let V = Pnk with coordinates [x0 : · · · : xn], and f(x0, . . . , xn)
a homogeneous polynomial of degree m > 0. Give V the log structure defined by
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xn and f . Then ∂1f(
x0
xn
, x1xn , . . . , 1) is the restriction of a global differential log
form to the complement of the hyperplane xn = 0.
Proof. On each Vi = Spec k[
x0
xi
, . . . , xnxi ] the log structure is generated by
xn
xi
and
f(x0xi , . . . ,
xn
xi
). Define
ωi = ∂1f
(
x0
xi
, . . . ,
xn
xi
)
−m∂1
(
xn
xi
)
,
which is a well defined log 1-form. On Vi ∩ Vj we have
ωi = ∂1
(
f
(
x0
xj
,
x1
xj
, . . . ,
xn
xj
)(
xj
xi
)m)
−m∂1
(
xn
xj
xj
xi
)
= ∂1f
(
x0
xj
,
x1
xj
, . . . ,
xn
xj
)
+m∂1
(
xj
xi
)
−
(
m∂1
(
xn
xj
)
+m∂1
(
xj
xi
))
= ∂1f
(
x0
xj
,
x1
xj
, . . . ,
xn
xj
)
−m∂1
(
xn
xj
)
= ωj .
Since i and j were arbitrary and they agree on every intersection, there exists
a global log form ω whose restriction to Vi is ωi. In particular on Vn we have
that
ωn = ∂1f
(
x0
xn
, . . . , 1
)
is the restriction of a global log form.
This allows for the main theorem to be applied in some instances without
having to use log geometry, compactification or higher order log differential
forms.
Corollary 6.11. Let {fi}1=1,...,m be a finite set of regular functions on A
n
C
such
that {dfi}i=1,...,m generate the sheaf of differentials Ω
1
An
C
/C. Let D be any effective
Cartier divisor on An
C
. Then for any affine curve C there exists some integer
N such that for every morphism j : C → (An
C
)f1···fm either multp j
∗D ≤ N for
every p ∈ C or j(C) ⊂ D.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 6.8, Proposition 6.10 and Proposition 3.20.
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